It has been conjectured that a closed convex subset C of a Banach space B is weakly compact if and only if each continuous linear functional on B attains a maximum on C [5] . This reduces easily to the case in which C is bounded, and will be answered in the affirmative [Theorem 4] after some preliminary results are established. Following suggestions by Namioka and Peck, the result is then generalized, first to weakly closed subsets of Banach spaces and then to weakly closed subsets of complete locally convex linear spaces.
members of conv {yn} is a sequence {x"} for which there is an increasing sequence of integers {p¡} such that x" belongs to conv {yPr, ■■■, yPn+t-i} for all n. Theorem 1. A bounded closed convex subset C of a Banach space is not weakly compact if and only if there exist positive numbers p and o such that if ô and A are any numbers with ô < p < A, then there exists a sequence {zj of members of C for which the following are true for all positive integers n :
(i) ô < || f || < A for all f e conv {zj ; Proof. It is known that a closed convex subset C of a Banach space is weakly compact if and only if each decreasing sequence {K,} of closed convex sets contained in C has a nonempty intersection [1; 6] . If {z¡}, ô, A, and a exist for which (i) and (ii) are satisfied, we can let K" he cl [conv {z", zn+1, •••}] for each n. If w e K" for all n, then there are nonoverlapping members n and £ of conv {z¡} such that || w -n I < iff and || w -C || < %a.
Then || n -£ ¡| < a. But it follows from (ii) that ¡j n -Ç || j> a. Therefore the sequence {K¡} has an empty intersection and C is not weakly compact.
Now suppose that C is bounded, closed, convex, and not weakly compact. Then there is a decreasing sequence {T¡} of closed convex subsets of C that have an empty intersection. Choose a sequence {r"} for which t" e T" for each n. We shall show first that if it is not possible to satisfy (ii) with a =| and {z¡} some sequence of nonoverlapping members of conv {i(}, then there is a member t\ of conv {i,} for which there is a sequence {t)} of nonoverlapping members of conv {f,} such that (1) II'í-«ÍII < ¿ for all n> 1.
To show this, we can suppose that no such t[ exists. Then we let zi = ty. There is then an nt such that || zt -w || ^ |for all w in conv {tni, t"1 + 1, •••}. Let z2 = tai. For any finite set M of members of conv (z1; z2}, we can choose n2 large enough that || z -w || ^ \ for all z in M and all w in conv {t"2+l,t"2+2,---}. Therefore we can choose n2 so that || z -w | Si \ for all z in conv {z1; z2} and all w in conv {f"2+1, tttl+2, •••}. Continuing in this way, we could satisfy (ii) with a =\. If it is not true that (ii) can be satisfied for some a > 0 and some sequence of nonoverlapping members of conv {t"}, then an argument similar to that just completed can be used inductively to obtain sequences {t*}, k = 1,2, •••, such that {f¡í} is a sequence of nonoverlapping members of conv {f^-1, t*-1, •••} and
Then || t\ -t[ || < l/(k + 1) for all p > k, so {t*} is a Cauchy sequence. Its limit is in the intersection of the sets {T"}, contrary to assumption. Therefore we can conclude that there is a positive number o, and a sequence {z*} of nonoverlapping members of conv {("}, for which (ii) is satisfied. Now let p -lim"_o0inf { || x ||:xeconv {zn*,z"*+1, ■■■}}. Since 0 is not in the intersection of the sets {T,}, we have p > 0. If ô < p < A, we can choose N so that ô < inf { || x || : x econv {z£, z£+1, ■••}}. Now choose {z¡} so that for each n we have || z" | < A and {z¡} is a sequence of nonoverlapping members of conv {z* , z* + 1 ,-••}. If ^econv{zJ, then ô < || £, || < A, so that (i) is now satisfied. Also, (ii) is satisfied by {z(} since (ii) was satisfied by{z*}. Proof. Suppose that 0 < \a. We shall use induction to show the existence of the subsequence {z*}. Suppose that a positive integer pk and a finite set {z*, z2* •■-, z*} have been chosen so that (ii)' is valid for n ^ k if we use for {zf} the sequence consisting of {z* , ■■-, zf} and all z¡ with i > pk. If the analogous statement is not true for n ^ k + 1 when z*+ y = zPk and pk+y is sufficiently large, then for any p there are members u and z of lin {zf, •••, z*+1} and conv {zp, zp+1, •••} such that |«-z||<0.
Since v can be arbitrarily large, there are an infinite number of nonoverlapping choices for z. It follows from this and k being fixed that for any positive number e there are members ux and u2 of lin {z*, ■■■, z*+1}, and nonoverlapping members n and C of conv {z?+2 ,•••}, for which \\uy-n\\< e, Iu2-rI <0, and I «! -«2 I < £• Then || n ~ C || < 20 + e. It follows from this and (ii) that Since £ was arbitrary, we have 9 S: \a. This contradicts the assumption that 9 < \o, so we conclude that the induction can be completed.
The next theorem is the particular consequence of Theorems 1 and 2 that will be used in proving Then the decreasing sequence {Kj of closed convex subsets of C has an empty intersection, since if w belongs to the intersection, then f"(w) 2ï r for all n and limn^oe f"(w) -0. Therefore C is not weakly compact.
Suppose now that C is bounded, closed, convex, and not weakly compact. Then it follows from Theorems 1 and 2 that there is a sequence {z,} of members of C, and positive numbers ô, A, and r, such that (i)* ô < || f I < A for all f e conv {z,} ; It follows from the definition of |J ||| and (ii)* that
The definition of 9 implies that conv{öz", 0zn+1, •••} contains no points x of lin {z" , zn+1, •••} for which ||| x ||| < 1. Therefore [7] , there is a linear functional /"* whose domain is cl [lin {z", z,+1, •••}] and for which Therefore |/** || = 1. Also, if n = i, it follows from (3) that/*(0z¡) = 1, and from this and (2) that fT(z^f*n(z^lzr.
Now we can define/,, as a norm-preserving extension of/**/ ||/** || to the entire space.
The second of the following lemmas is similar to the lemma used in [3] to prove that if a Banach space is nonreflexive then there is a continuous linear functional that does not attain its sup on the unit sphere. However, that lemma and the associated theorem were constructed by analogy with Theorem 2 of [3], which states that there is a continuous linear functional g on Z(1) which has the property that, if /(1)is a subspace of a Banach space B, then there is a norm-preserving extension of g that does not attain its sup on the unit sphere of B. Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 use an analogy to continuous linear functionals of type E/Lx¡ defined on (c0), where ßt > 0 for each i and Eft < + co. Such a functional does not attain its sup on the unit sphere of (c0).
lfB is separable, then the following lemmas and theorem can be simplified as follows. First choose a subsequence {/p.} of {/¡} for which lim fPi(x) exists for each x of B, and let/,,* be defined as hj || h" ||, where
for each x of B. Then for the sequences {/¡} and {zj of Theorem 3, there is a subsequence {z?} of {zj such that/*(z*)> \r if n^i and/"*(z¡*) = 0 if n> i. If {f*}, {zf}, and \r are used instead of {/¡}, {zj and r, then Lemma 1 can be discarded and every lim inf and lim sup used in the proofs of Lenmma 2 and Theorem 4 is equal to zero. Proof. We shall show first that {g¡} has property K when k = 1, if {g¡} is any sequence of nonoverlapping members of conv {/,}. To do this, we suppose that {g,} has been chosen and that a member £ of C has the property that Si«)-liminfft(Oá*r.
We have 0i£i(z.,) -ft limsupft(z.) = ßygy(z,) > rßy if n is large enough. Therefore there is an n large enough that we can satisfy (4) with k = 1 and y =z" if it is true that
This inequality is true, since g¡(0 -lim inf gt(0 ^ |r. Now suppose that {gy, g2,---,g"-i ,F",Fn+1 ,■■•} has been chosen as a sequence of nonoverlapping members of conv {/¡} and that, for each sequence {gn, gn+1> ' '-} °f nonoverlapping members of conv {F", F" + y, ■ ■ ■} , property K is satisfied when k g n. Let 
We know that property K is valid for k = n with ht substituted for g¡ when i > n and H substituted for g". Therefore if f e C is such that the expression S, For example, we can let <£> be any linear functional of unit norm such that 3>(x1;x2, •••) = lim"^oexB whenever this limit exists (or we could let <E> be a "Banach limit"-but we do not need the "translation invariance" of a Banach limit). Theorem 6. // a subset S of a complete locally convex space E is such tha every continuous linear functional on E attains its sup on S, then the weak closure of S is weakly compact.
Proof. The weak closure of a set S will be denoted by wcl(S). Note that the sup of a continuous linear functional on wcl(S) is equal to its sup on S. As is well known [4, pp. 46-47] , there is a family [Ba: a e A} of Banach spaces and a linear homeomorphism h that carries E onto a closed linear subspace F'of the product space P = [Xie^a-If w indicates the weak topology, then (E',w) is a closed subspace of (P, w) and (P, w) = []" eyt(ßfl, w).
For each a c A, let 7ca denote the canonical projection of P onto Ba. If /fl is continuous linear functional on Ba, then fanah is a continuous linear functional on E. Since fanah attains its sup on S, /" attains its sup on 7tanS. From Theorem 5 it follows that vicl(nahS) is weakly compact, whence of course the set []a^wcl(7tanS) is a weakly compact subset of P and its weakly closed subset wcl (hS) is also weakly compact. But then wcl(S) is weakly compact and the proof is complete.
